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the downside to the game is that it has a lot of similarities to diablo ii, which is a problem when you have a game with a lot of good ideas, but very few new ones. zombotron has been designed and refined for the same four years as diablo, and its not surprising to find it has a few more bugs than
it should. for example, every monster has been designed to regenerate health in the same way as a melee-focused character, but zombotron has a secondary effect that is activated when you kill them. this effect doesnt work, and in fact has bugs that prevent you from killing your enemies at all.
i found the game to be more rewarding when i didnt play it on the pc, because i could cheat the game by switching my resolution to 320x200 and still get the same experience. i played the game for about 45 minutes and came away feeling like it was a fun game with a strong gameplay loop. i
dont recommend it to anyone looking for a traditional action game, but if youre looking for something that feels like playing through a diablo game with a few new ideas, then zombotron is worth your time. if you want to download zombotron trainer for free, you can do it right on this page! this
cheat works on the game version 1.0 and above. zombotron trainer includes 8 useful functions, using which you can get a big advantage in the game. blaze rush is a mercenary desperate for a job. in search of an easy payday he follows a distress beacon to the surface of a harmful planet and the
remains of an historic crash site. there he finds a mystery that will test his strength, his resolve, and each gun in his arsenal. zombotron features an arsenal of weapons and armor, enemies that hate each other as much as they hate you, and really nice explosions for an experience thats out of
this world.
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